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Six neat tricks to promote your subreddit, Source Reddit is a huge website with a high chance of marketing, but Reddit mods are very good at cracking down on what you think is spam. Even if you're trying to promote your own personal website, Reddit Mods will delete posts over and over again or shadow bang. Shadow Van is a place
where your account appears successfully, but no one else can see your post. If you're wondering how to advertise a recently created Subreddit, six neat tricks on how to advertise Subreddit will help you without the risk of being banned. We comply with our list of six favorite techniques to grow your subscribers quickly and easily, and our
favorite way to promote subdits is located in our number one location, so don't miss it!6. Submit your Subreddit to New Subreddit Promotion Subreddits It was a twist on the tongue, but it's true! Some subs that you can post your links to are /r /newedits, /r/notsonewreddits, /r/gnuredits, /r/obscure subdits, /r/shameless plugs. All of these
subdits can post new subs of your brand and start some simple subscribers. Another advantage of having these links to your subs is that they build a small amount of page permissions on your Subreddit. Basically, the more links that point to subs, the more likely they will appear in Google searches and Reddit searches. The higher the
rank of Google search results, the more traffic you receive and the more subscribers you have access to your subreddits. 6 neat tricks to promote your subreddit, the source backlink is basically a link that points to your website or web page from one website or web page. It's pretty easy, isn't it? The easiest and most acceptable way to
create a link to Subreddit is to comment on forums and blogs that are in the same category as the sub. If Subreddit is discussing game hardware, find a blog or forum to discuss the game, add an engaging information post, and include a link to the sub somewhere in the comment. Most forum and blog owners are willing to post links to
their sites as long as they provide insights and posts on non-spam topics. The more links to Reddit, the more users can find you in search engines. (In addition, if you like what forums and blog readers have posted, you are more likely to check out and subscribe to subs!4.) Make sure Subreddit's name is attractive and doesn't grow your
audience right away that your Subreddit contains strictly comical photos of Walmart people in your Subreddit, using the name/r/funnypictures in your Subreddit. Select a more targeted titleA potential audience. Make sure that your name matches the content as closely and specifically as possible. Not only that, but if you choose something
that's commonly searched on Google or Reddit, you're more likely to draw in search traffic for that keyword after creating a backlink to the sub. Grow subreddits with these tricks and tips Search around Reddit to find similar Subreddits and send a message to mods asking if they can link to you in the sidebar. Most will be open to ideas and
willing to do so. More traffic for you, more traffic for them! 2. Send a link to a larger and more similar Subreddits. This is easy. Find other submarines that have similar themes to your recently created masterpieces, send a direct link to yours or introduce it and include a small bit of text explaining exactly why people need to subscribe.
Please send the link only once for each sub. If you continue to publish links asking for subscribers, Reddit may block or ghost spam. Source We've saved the best for the last time, this is our favorite way to get new subscribers. The best way to advertise your links and win more submarines is to discover Addditors talking about something
closely related to your Subreddit, join their conversation and add a link to your sub. This is very targeted and never come off as spam, so users are much more likely to link and subscribe! First, head to TrackReddit and sign up. What this tool does is to continuously scan the New Comments page for a specific keyword. You need a
TrackReddit account to set up alerts, but when you create an account, you can easily set up your own watchlist and monitor it via RSS. I hope you've learned some new tricks when wondering how to advertise Subreddit today, and we wish you the best of luck building your fan base! Thank you for reading our 6 neat tricks on promoting
Subreddit! If there are other tricks for promoting aSsubredddit, please add them in the comments below! Stay elite until the next time! Reddit is probably the most intimidating social network in existence. That's certainly one of the strangest. If you've never used Reddit, this probably looks like nonsense to you: at least it looks like a bulletin
board throwback in the early 2,000s. It also has a reputation for having ruthless users.It is home to several controversial communities and Reddit users (called Redditors) are known to be very strict with others. But Reddit is a great source of traffic generation and you can use it to grow your follow-up. How can you do that? Reddit looks
complicated, but it's surprisingly easy to get the hang of it. When I was first introduced to Reddit, I was confused and honestly a little scared. But it didn't take long to see the possibility of using the site to get traffic. Reddit has about 51 million unique users and more than a million communities. If these statistics don't blow your mind, listen
to this. Redditors is very involved and the average bounce rate of the site is only 25%. This is not a bad thing for a site with millions of users. My explanation may have scared you, but rest assured that Reddit is not always a toxic place. You can use it to make productive discussions, but you need to know where to look and what to do.
You need to bring in top content marketing games and make some mistakes along the way, but marketing skills will help you refine anything else. You can become an important contributor and attract more people to your site. Let's take a look at how to do this. What is Reddit? Reddit was launched in 2005 and has since grown into a
digital juggernat. One of the reasons Reddit is so big is that it's partly a huge aggregator. Users send links from other sites related to each community. These posts have a link URL at the end of the title: users can also send something called a text post or self-posting. These are the original posts by each user. These can be identified by
self-tagging at the end of each submission. Text posts allow you to send important original content to promote high-quality traffic to your site. Repditors can vote up or down each submission. This concept is called karma. Having a high karma score works wonders for the reliability of your Reddit, so you'd like to avoid voting down as much
as possible. As you'll soon see, the best way to do this is to submit super valuable content. Another concept that needs to be understood is subdits. Subreddits are communities based on specific interests. Each subreddit is identified by the URL structure . To find the subredit, replace the subreddit in the URL with a word or phrase. There
are common subdits like /r/fitness and incredibly niche subdits like /r/bearsdoinghumanthings. (yes, it's a real subreddit.) All of this only hurts Reddit's surface. To really understand Reddit, you'll need to spend a few months using it. I don't want you to wait months for results, so I'll tell you what you need to know to take advantage of
Reddit's power. First, it helps to getCheck out this beginner's guide to get started with Reddit. Reddit is more than just a website. It's its own culture. There are social norms that are different from everyday life, and there are many unique slangs and expressions scattered around them. Second, you need to target specific subdits in your
niche. There's a subreddit for what you can think of. You would like to post to subdits related to your niche. Fortunately, Reddit has a convenient search function that allows you to search for subdits. You can search by keyword and name in two ways: I recommend using both, and here's a reason. Let's say you sell cooking accessories.
You can start a search by typing the word cooking in the two search bars. When you use the first search bar, you will see some suggestions: but all of these are not accurate. For example, the /r/relationship obviously has nothing to do with the kitchen. Searching by name often produces better results: again, not all of this is relevant. You
need to filter the results and find the best subreddit for you. Once you've found a handful of subreddits, you can start using Reddit. Step 1: Join this first step is one of the most important steps, but unfortunately it is also one of the most time consuming. You'll have to start to participate quite a bit. You'll have to wait a while to post
something. Reddit hates marketing. This site is notreast for refusing to sell in any form, and if you visit Reddit now and try to sell the site, it will be torn away immediately. You can still use Reddit to get traffic, but at first you need to walk on the eggshell. The new account is almost in disbelief on Reddit. Many people create accounts and
immediately spam products and services. In order to gain the trust of the subdits you are targeting, you need to post them and start. We recommend that you click the Top tab to understand the values for each subreddit. This will show the most popular submissions for this particular subreddit. You can also select the time frame by
selecting the option in the top left corner, so you can even see the most popular posts of all time. The top results vary from subdit to subdit, which helps you understand the type of content you want to post there. /r/Entrepreneur, the top post of all time is detailed articles and case studies written primarily specifically for Reddit. These
articles tend to be long and cover detailed business themes. Next, let's take a look at /r/books. Here, the top post of all time is mainly a link to an interesting or timely article about the book: these results are completely opposite to the results from /r/entrepreneur, showing how the two subdits differ. when you have no idea whatValue, start
joining. Your journey in Reddit should definitely start with participation. If you jump into your site with a new account and post, you'll get countless down polls and subreddit will probably shy away from you. It sounds extreme, but it's Reddit's reality. I'll prove it to you. Take a look at these posts: these are obvious spam posts and here's how
you know. First of all, the submission is only a link that contains a general description. This is not necessarily a red flag, so you need to check your user profile. But here's something. Note that the user name is the name of the company listed on the link. That's the first red flag. (professional tip: Select a user name that is not related to your
company.) This is normal in Reddit, so don't feel like you're deceiving someone. Next, let's take a look at this user's profile: there are only two posts on the same site, and the account is only created in 24 minutes. In this case, you can assume that this account was created to promote the site. /r/coffee's Additors definitely noticed because
both posts from this account had a total karma score of 0. I want to give a ton of value to each community. The goal is to gain a reputation as a respected member. Please post at least 3-4 weeks (minimum) before posting anything leading up to the site. In the meantime, you can send a link and start a discussion with a text post, but don't
mention the site for about a month. Once you've built a positive karma (many up votes on submissions), you can mention your site in the post, but you need to do it in a very specific way. Before you post a link to a site, you need to make sure that other users are running the site successfully. Step 2: Find out what works After joining the
target subreddit for about a month, you can go to the next step and create a post that mentions the site. Since each subreddit already knows the types of valuable content, your goal is to create and submit great, useful things. Let's take a look at /r/entrepreneur and/r/books again. For subreddits like link-based /r/books, you only need to
send a link to the content on your site. But for subreddits like/r/entrepreneurs where detailed content is king, it's best to create long and detailed content just for that subreddit. There are other strategies, but this is the best one because it causes the least backlash among Redditors. But even the best posts will cause a little controversy. As
long as Neysayer is a minority, that's fine. Check out this post from /r/Entrepreneur: Read the comments. They are mainly positive, but there are some negative reactions. Overall, the post provided so much value that it got a 296 karma score and a generally positive reception. If the poster hadn't been givenThat subreddit user would have
been more rude because it was so worth it. See how it works. There is another part of this puzzle. It may be easier to identify self-promotion. /r/Look at this submission from Men's Fashion Advice: Is this a self-promoting post? Because the user name is different from the site name, both options are quite valid. However, in other subdits, it's
much easier to know if a post is self-promotion. /r/Some subdits like entrepreneurs openly acknowledge when people are linking to their site. Here's an example: of course you can link to your site without mentioning it, and no one will know that it is yours. The potential drawback of this is that there is less traffic. If you don't highlight the link,
there's little incentive for users to review the link. As a rule of thumb, look at what other Additors are successful and copy them. (This is also a good general rule for using Reddit.) /r/Entrepreneurs are best to admit that they are linking to their site, but that doesn't apply to all subreddits. Step 3: Create the first link send The last time you
send a link to the site. You're not clear yet. There are several ways to optimize your submission. You should have already decided whether to send the link directly or link to the site in a text post. You'll probably end up doing both with different subdits. Depending on your selection, you should make your submission as visible as possible.
This is very similar to standard content marketing, so you might be aware of the process from this point on. It all starts with a great title. Reddit ensures that posts are displayed when you optimize your title. Each submission has approximately 25 submissions per page. It's hard if you need to stand out from 24 other posts and your title isn't
attractive. All the rules that write good headlines apply, but there are a few secret hacks that you can use. First, capitalize the submission appropriately. Big capital letters will help you post pop, but not all capital letter titles are created equally. If you want to post something like a guide, you need to capitalize all the important words.
However, if you are posting a link or starting a discussion, capitalize only the first word and proper nouns. Capitalize every word or none of the words will make your title look awkward. You want it to look natural. Then, if applicable, use a specific tag. If you rush in Reddit, you may see words in parentheses like this: These are called tags.
They help people identify the types of posts they are looking at and help reddit to be nice and tidy. Look around each subreddit and look for the tags that people are using. If it applies to any of the posts, clickwill be included in the submission title. Some subdits also require tags with posts, so check the sidebar and FAQ before posting.
This may seem like a lot, but if you look at all of this, the post won't be deleted by the subreddit moderator or reported by the user. Bonus Hack: Hosting AMA I wanted to save this strategy until the end of this post because you shouldn't do it first. This only does after creating some informative and useful posts, and people need to know
who you are. It also does not apply to all subreddits. The concept is to ask me anything, or host an AMA. AMA is basically an interview, but the question is asked by Addditors. AMA looks like this: AMA is a great opportunity to mention your site and brand naturally, and almost no one cares. Repditors love AMA when the person being
interviewed dropped a lot of interesting information. Think of It as juicy behind a behind-the-scenes story or detailed tips written specifically for Redditor to ask. AMA has an entire subreddit, but most subdits allow AMA to happen as well. I recommend hosting an AMA with your niche subreddit. This increases the likely scope of traffic and
increased engagement. Just like content, make sure you give a huge amount of value to Redditors during your AMA. Answer the question in detail and don't refrain from doing anything. Repditors need to give back to the community because someone can feel that they are just doing an AMA for exposure. Conclusion This may seem
obvious at the moment, but Redditors is passionate. In many cases, it will take the form of severe criticism. I got my fair minutes. On the other hand, if Reddit loves something, it goes crazy. This also works with smaller subdits. An entrepreneur hosted an AMA and on the same day got nearly 2,000 unique visitors to his site. It's not bad at
all for people who are not influencers. And your numbers could be even higher than that. That's why Reddit is so helpful in building your tribe. If someone on Reddit likes your content, they'll probably love your content. Like I said, Redittors are passionate, so they'll be passionate about your brand too. Most marketers don't make an effort to
master Reddit. They fail almost immediately and reject it. Sure, Reddit is not a place to push anything out of anyone's throat, but it's still a valuable source of new blood for your site. How to succeed with Reddit is generally a way to succeed in content marketing: provides tons of value. Are you a Reddit user? Traffic.
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